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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.
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Unit I

1. What do you mean by function of process

planning and organising for process planning.

Justify your answer. 15

2. (a) What are the various equipments used in

final and intermediary heat treatment

operations carried out in the aircraft

industries. 10

(b) How do you finish the product in aircraft

industry ? Explain one such process. 5

Unit II

3. What are the general activities to be carried

out sheet metal shop and welding shop ? 15

4. What are the design consideration in the jigs

and fixtures used in the aircraft industry ?

Explain the typical jigs for wings and fuselage.

15

Unit III

5. (a) What are latest trends in the development

of cutting tools ? Justify your answer. 8

(b) What are uses of DBN diamond, ceramics

and coating on cutting tool ? Explain it

in detail. 7

6. What are various inspection gauges used in

the manufacturing shop of Aircraft Industries

and their utilisation ? Explain fits, limits and

tolerances. 15

Unit IV

7. Define the following :

(a) Batch Production

(b) Mass Production

(c) Various types of charting techniques. 15

8. (a) What are the factors to be seriously

considered in the process planning ? 8

(b) Explain the finishing processes to be

carried on aircraft materials in the Aircraft

Industries. 7
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